Strong Leadership And Sound Communication

Offering a high level of customer service and strong
leadership abilities, Pacific Quorum Properties is
celebrating 15 years of continued growth this year.

COMMUNICATION IS KEY
While many companies preach the value of good
communication, Pacific Quorom truly lives it.
Proactive dialogue between employees, clients and
tenants ensures the highest level of satisfaction for
all parties involved in any business relationship.

The company, headquartered in Vancouver,
British Columbia, provides a full suite of property
management services, including strata and
rental management and trading. At its founding “Communication is key to fostering an effective
in 1997, Pacific Quorum was a company of four
relationship, and everything else is related to
staff members who managed a total of 120 units. that,” Peccia says. “In most cases, any issue that
Fifteen years later, its portfolio has increased
becomes a problem can be traced back to an error
a hundredfold, now consisting of 12,000 units
in communication, whether it’s internal or with a
across the metro Vancouver area.
client.”
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“We’ve seen such growth due to our customer To avoid any such lapses, Pacific Quorum has
service and leadership,” says John Peccia, become skilled at adapting its communication
President of Pacific Quorum. “We deliver on
methods to clients’ preferences. Traditional or new
the staples—the things that people expect from
media are embraced equally, all with the intent of
property managers—and then go beyond that
streamlining dialogue.
and help guide the client through difficult times,
improve the financial health of their buildings or “It’s important for everyone to understand what is
get them through difficult projects. That’s where
happening and why things are happening,” Peccia
our leadership focus really comes in.”
says. “Whether it’s a delay or something happening
with [clients’] accounts, if you give them a reason
Peccia himself has over 20 years of property
why, their ability to react to the issue is much
management experience. He learned the business
better.”
inside and out in roles that have included property
manager, general manager, managing broker, The value of communication is constantly
president and director. Paired with 14 years of
reinforced from the top down. When a company
active and reserve military service, he acts as
gets communication right, according to Peccia, the
the foundation and leader when it comes to the
rest follows.
strategic direction of the firm.

One of our core values, in addition to delivering value and
fostering relationships, is to have fun. At the end of the
day, everyone has to enjoy what they’re doing and our
clients have to enjoy working with us.
-John Peccia

“Customer service is a byproduct of our core
values,” he says. “We don’t need to state customer
service as one of our core values because it comes
naturally as a result of what we do. If we are
working on the relationships and communication,
and determining the value to the customer and
delivering on it, then the customer service just
happens.”
MAXIMIZING EFFICIENCY
Pacific Quorum has an in-house accounting
department, which has been helpful in maximizing
efficiency in the company’s operations.
“Accounting is a huge part of the management of
these buildings, so you have to have people right
there at your fingertips who you can talk to,” Peccia
says. “We encourage face-to-face conversations
when there are any issues we need to address, as
opposed to constantly emailing or not having that
personal contact with co-workers who are working
toward the same goal. We want to achieve the
effective management of our buildings.”

fostering relationships, and that’s what it’s all about.
If you’re overworking your people, regardless of
the department, it’s difficult for them to effectively
form those relationships with our clients. We allow
our property managers the time to work on those
relationships and in turn deliver value to the clients.”
The firm’s growth has been bolstered by the
acquisition of other property management
organizations. Its most recent addition is the former
Park Place Property Services, which it closed on in
April 2012.
The company has also been recognized with a
number of industry honors and accolades over
its 15-year history, including the Consumers
Choice Award as well as the Top Choice Award.
The company is committed to earning continued
distinction in its industry, both inside its four walls
and through its client relationships.
A steady flow of projects and opportunities in the
pipeline indicates that Pacific Quorum will continue
to thrive for years to come. However, Peccia says
that day-to-day enjoyment will always be one of the
most important aspects of the company’s culture.

Another one of the qualities that attracts clients
to Pacific Quorum is the fact that its property
managers are responsible for fewer properties
when compared to its competitors. This approach “One of our core values, in addition to delivering
ensures that each property receives the focused, value and fostering relationships, is to have fun,”
methodical attention it deserves.
he says. “At the end of the day, everyone has to
enjoy what they’re doing and our clients have to
“It translates into the high level of service we
enjoy working with us.”
provide,” Peccia says. “One of our core values is
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